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FUNDRAISING QUIZ NIGHT

PLAYREADINGS
Last weeks playreading was enjoyed by eight of us at Anna Price’s house so thanks to all who attended . I think
we will reduce these monthly playreadings to every other month especially as we are very busy rehearsing for
several productions at the moment! So the next playreading will be on this Wed Nov 9th at Barbara
Firth’s house, Rosemount, Woodland Drive KT24 5AN EH Tel 01483 3262
I hope to read Lord Arthur savile’s Crime
Do try and attend, these playreadings have had poor attendances of late and it’s really unfair on the hosts and
yours truly who has to come back from the coast a day early to organise these once very popular evenings.
We need volunteers to host future playreading evenings. Please contact jack

PANTOMIME
Pantomime January 2017 Treasure Island
Rehearsals are well under way with songs & scripts half learnt! At the (nicely refurbished)
Canterbury rooms behind E. Horsley Church regrettably only one Young Whip or Whippets
are taking part as some parents are unwilling to let their offspring take part as it might affect their
schooling! Hey Ho!

You Can Book Now Via the Web Site
12th - 14th January (Supper Night 12th plus a matinee on 14th)
19th - 21st January (Charity Night 19th 1st Fetcham Scout Group plus matinee on 21st)
Treasure Island
By Cheryl Barrett
Directed by Stuart & Soo Tomkins
Cast:Molly Malone Dame Gavin
Billy Bones
Comic Lead Aron
Jim Hawkins Principal Boy Not yet cast
Long Joan Silver
Villainess
Jill
Fore A Hapless Pirate
Kevin
Aft
Even more Hapless than Fore
Jan
Tess Trelawney
Principal Girl Not yet cast
Squire Trelawney
Father of Tess Colin
Blind Pew
A Sailor
Tony
Benn Gunn An old Mariner:
Jack
Coral The Isle of Fright Fairy
Alena
Cap’n Flint
A Parrot
Member of the chorus x 2
Crow A Feathery Villain
Fran
parts

SPRING PRODUCTION
Abigails Party, the intended play choice for the spring production had to be changed as we couldn’t get a
performance licence from the publishers. We can only assume that the Whips production was considered too
strong a competition against a presumed West End theatre production!
So I, the director have been scanning the plays at the Performing Arts Library for an alternative and with interest
from no fewer than 5men and 6 ladies!! (a record methinks) and am considering reviving Lord Arthur Savile’s
Crime a period comedy with 5men & 5 females, a play we did last in 1995
This play is based on an 1890's story by Oscar Wilde about Lord Arthur Savile's who is
engaged to lovely Sybil Merton. Her pet chiromantist Podgers has read Lord Arthur's
palm and foretold he would commit a murder. Lord Arthur desires a blissful married life
and therefore feels duty bound to get the murder over with first. Despite help from his
butler and the cheerful anarchist Winkelkopf, attempt after attempt fails. Then news
comes that Podgers is a charlatan: Lord Arthur is free and the carriage awaits to take
him to the wedding rehearsal. Alas, it contains Winkelkopf's newest bomb. Lord Arthur
saves himself by tossing it into a horse trough. As the dust settles, two policemen
appear and march the unhappy young man away and another postponement notice has
to be sent to The Times.

Casting Wednesday 30th November 8.00pm WHVH Cedar Room.

Come on Folks! I’ve only got 11 names with choices so far..just Email
your menu choices to
Jackgriffith7@gmail.com

AUTUMN PRODUCTION CRIT.
Say Something Happened & Last Panto in Little Grimley Supper night plays
Review by The Humble Scribe.
Late October in West Horsley usually heralds The WHIPS treading the boards with a full-scale production at the
Village Hall. Unfortunately for various reasons they were unable to do so this year but not wishing to leave their theatre
dark, they embarked upon something new for them, a rehearsed play reading.
Two one act players were presented, “Say Something Happened” by Alan Bennett, directed by Francis King and
“Last Panto in Little Grimley” by David Tristram, directed by Colin Bailey. “Say Something Happened” is a quintessential
Bennett piece; gentle comedy, sharp social observation and an underlying subtheme
of pathos. “Last Panto” on the other hand is a stand alone farce, being one of a trilogy
that follows the tribulations of the Little Grimley Amateur Dramatic Society. The
juxtaposition of presenting Bennett’s play first followed by Tristram’s worked well.
Rehearsed readings are common in the professional theatre and quite often
are used by writers in order to develop a play before it finally arrives in a theatre with
full staging. From the audiences’ perspective they allow their imagination to create
scenes in their mind’s eye that the company may never be able to physically achieve
due to cost or technical reasons.
Usually rehearsed readings are performed with the very minimum of set and
costumes, a simple lighting design and usually no props. The reasons props are
generally not used is that they can distract the actor if he or she is holding their script
whilst reading. In “Say Something Happened” the set courtesy of Brian Aitcheson, of a door, dining table and chairs and a
couch assisted the audience to visualise Mam and Dad’s home. Props were indeed used but in this case they did not
hinder the performance, revealing that the cast did know their lines. The costumes by Margaret Pearce were appropriate
for the characters.
Francis King’s sympathetic direction elicited from Jan Hudson (Mam) and Tony Thompson
(Dad) a charming and comic portrayal of lifelong companionship now entering its twilight years,
whilst at the same time both keeping a joint stiff upper lip regarding the lack of visits by their career
driven daughter. The pathos of the piece was touchingly displayed by Jan when she revealed to the
council social worker the existence of their second child, a son long since confined to a care home
but of whom they hardly ever spoke or saw. The insecure social worker June Potter was played
with appropriate timidity and nervousness by Veronica Keywood. Diction by all three actors was
clear throughout and the maintenance of a northern accent by Tony and Jan did not slip. The play
came to an end with Mam closing her living room curtains, but as there was no full set, the device
of going to the invisible fourth wall ( the front of the stage) and simulate their closing as the
proscenium curtains themselves closed was an effective end.
“Last Panto in Little Grimley” requires its cast to lose any inhibitions in their portrayal of the inept members of the
am-dram society and its risqué plot. Colin Bailey’s direction ensured that inhibitions were indeed dropped quicker than
trousers on the Whitehall Theatre stage and that the script’s required quick pace and essential comic timings never
faltered.
Mike Ashworth delivered a comic and beleaguered Gordon, the society’s chairman and writer of the panto who
thinks that sex sells everything. The naïve and rather dopey Joyce was deliciously played by Barbara Firth who had to
suffer the put downs of Gordon and whilst being delusional as to her singing ability. Clare Punshon gave us a feisty
Margaret who tried to keep Gordon’s feet on the ground and was determined that she was not going to reveal all, as she
had done in their last production!! Jack Griffith’s Bernard, the set builder, lighting man and
most reluctant actor, delivered his risqué interjections with perfect timing. As the play
progressed and accidents abounded for the characters as opening night approached, the
laughter from the audience kept on coming. Despite being fast paced the lines were
delivered with clarity. Although lighting plots are generally not needed in rehearsed
readings, Chris Cathles design (and sound effects) as the cast tried to overcome the
increasing number of dilapidated stage lights failing added to the overall farce of the
production.
It would of course be remiss not mention the excellent meal by the WHIPS
catering team that was provided prior to the first play and during the interval. In short, hot
and delicious.
Although this rehearsed reading was an experiment for the WHIPS and their fully
staged productions are something to look forward to, it is to be hoped that an entertaining
evening in this format will be repeated.

DOUG WILTSHIRE
Sad news! Doug Wiltshire has passed away in a home in Cornwall on Sunday 30th Oct.
Doug retired to Cornwall some years ago to live near his son Robert and family together with
wife Audrey who died a year or so ago,
Doug was a regular set builder for the Whips for years and as Robert said, quote:
I'll always remember the fun and laughter he had with the Whips on stage and with the
set building. It was the best of times for a son and father to have.
Rest in peace, Doug.

PLEA FROM RIPLEY
Hi, I am the director for the Ripley Pantomime, We are performing 'Cinderella' in March but have cast for the
show and are still three people short of a full cast. The roles we need to fill are The King, The Baron and
Buttons. I wondered if any of your members currently not involved with your shows may be interested. We only
put on this one show each year, we are now in our 43rd year, but without a full cast I'm afraid we will not be
able to go ahead. If you know anyone who might be interested then I would be grateful if you could pass on my
email: kerfuffle121@yahoo.com Many thanks, Sharon Harrison
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
12th November
30th November
14th December
2017
11-14 & 19-21st Jan
23-15th March
26-29th April

Quiz Night
Lord Arthur Savile’s Casting meeting
SW Christmas ‘Bash’
Panto
Whippets show Seussical Junior
Spring Production

AND FINALLY
Two patients limp into two different medical clinics with the same complaint?
Both have trouble walking and appear to require a hip replacement.
The FIRST patient is examined within the hour, is x-rayed the same day and has
a time booked for surgery the following week.
The SECOND sees his family doctor after waiting 3 weeks for an appointment,
then waits 8 weeks to see a specialist, then gets an x-ray, which isn't reviewed for
another week and finally has his surgery scheduled for 6 months from then.
Why the different treatment for the two patients?
The FIRST is a Golden Retriever.
The SECOND is a Senior Citizen.
Next time take me to a vet!

